Below are links to academic resources that will help you with your research project....remember you can create your work cited page at Easybib.com

Databases

Biography in Context

Gale Virtual Reference Library

Websites:

LvBeethoven.com.

Beethoven’s Eroica is a remarkable site about this work: historical context, musical analysis (with music), links to the score and more! A very beautiful and informative site.

Beethoven-Haus Bonn is the German Beethoven Society. The site presents the association, the museum, the archives, publications and concerts.
Site in German and English...

The Beethoven Reference Site
A comprehensive site which includes a family tree...

Beethoven: The Immortal
Lots of information about Beethoven, his live and overall his work...

The Magnificent Master
A comprehensive site: biographically important, musical presentation, iconography and much, much more...

The Unheard Beethoven
Presentation of numerous extracts in MIDI format, including some very rare and unheard versions...

Beethoven Depot
Many documents plus a biography of the composer...
Beethoven the Immortal
Biography, letters, complete list of works, medical information. Also sounds and images...

Mad about Beethoven
The website of a journalist, John Suchet, who has written a trilogy about Beethoven...

All About Beethoven is a website with a biography, lists of works, presentations of works, portraits, books and CD, and other documents of the composer.

Arts Alive: Ludwig Van Beethoven

PBS: Composer's Biographies: Beethoven